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Testing times in Burngreave
Story and photo by Tim Neal

A third local testing centre has opened in Burngreave to 
help prevent the spread of Covid-19 across the city and 
within our communities.  This is clearly good news for the 
whole of Sheffield. 

Based at Gower Street Car Park in Burngreave, the new 
unit is open between 8am-8pm, allowing people with 
symptoms to get tested.

If anyone has symptoms, you should get a test. The swab 
test takes less than a minute. It is important for your own 
health and your family’s but it is also crucial to help keep 
everyone safe.

Although the Council arranged the location of the site 
at Gower Street, it is not responsible for the testing 
operation or appointments. These are all done run by 
central government, which is also responsible for the 
national Test, Trace and Isolate contact tracing system.

In making testing easier and more accessible, the Council is 
supporting everyone to get tested for free.  

When you book your test using the national portal or by 
calling 119, you will be provided with a test site address in 
the city to attend at a designated date and time. 

Please DO NOT attend at any other site other than your 
allocated test centre as you will be turned away. You must 
go to the location listed on your test booking. 

There are no longer any walk-ins  at any of the Local 
Testing Centres including the one in Burngreave.  This is 
due to national laboratory capacity issues affecting local 
testing availability. You can only attend if you have an 
appointment. Please continue to book an appointment 
online www.nhs.uk/coronavirus or by calling 119. 

If you cannot get an appointment right away, stay at home 
and continue to self-isolate until an appointment comes 
available for you. 

As a reminder, all Sheffield testing centres are only 
accessible if you have booked an appointment. Please do 
not attend a site unless you have booked a test as you will 
be turned away and asked to book an appointment. Only 
attend the test centre you have been allocated on your 
booking through the national portal. 

These are the locations of the other Local Testing Sites in 
Sheffield:

The Sharrow Local Testing Centre is based at Alderson Road 
Car Park, Sharrow, S2 4LG (down the road from London 
Road Pharmacy). 

The Darnall Local Testing Centre is based at Station Road 
Car Park, Darnall, S9 4JT. 

See centre pages to find out more.
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As we go to press we know there 
will be extra restrictions announced 
that will be imposed before you 
read this. We can’t be certain that 
we can produce and distribute 
another edition before Christmas, 
but we hope so.  Burngreave 
has shown great resilience and 
this edition showcases just a 
few examples of this as well as 
highlighting a drive to rediscover 
some sort of “normality”. Many 
have experienced hardship and 
some have suffered bereavement. 
However, there remains great faith 
in the future.

Community Contact Tracers
Story by Carrie Hedderwick 
Thank you to the passer-by who took the photo

Introducing the Sheffield 
Community Contact Tracers (SCCT) 
& the Burngreave Fir Vale group 
SCCT, a group of community 
activists, local volunteers, former 
GPs, and public health doctors, 
ran a contact tracing pilot project 
earlier this year, believing that 
a well organised and funded 
community-based contract tracing 
system could have a significant 
impact on the spread of Covid-19.

People with Covid were referred to 
the project from a local GP surgery; 
those people were then allocated 
to a trained volunteer ‘tracer’, who 
offered daily support by phone.  
People welcomed the support that 
the daily call gave them in coping 
with self-isolation, the illness, and 
any other problems arising over the 
14 days.

Four volunteers from Burngreave/
Fir Vale were recruited for training. 
We decided that it would be good 
to see how we could use the 
training to offer support here, in this 
neighbourhood.

We’ve liaised with local 
organisations who have been  
doing stalwart work throughout 
the pandemic - Firvale Community 
Hub, ACT, the Hadfield Institute, the 
Sheffield Roma Network, Pitsmoor 
Adventure Playground, and other 
groups.

Together, with support from 
SCCT, we have developed 'Covid 
Confidence' training to equip 
existing and new volunteers with 
best practice and advice about 
Covid. These volunteers are already 
known and trusted within their own 
communities - Yemeni, Pakistani, 
Roma , Somali and others. The 
volunteers trained in Burngreave, 
Fir vale, and Darnall  will be Covid 
Champions, able to better advise 
and support people and families in 
difficult situations . GPs should also 
be included in plans to control the 
spread of the virus.

Please get in touch about the 
training or if you want to be 
involved with the Burngreave Fir 
Vale Community Contact Tracers 
group.

Contact bfvcct@gmail.com; use the 
Burngreave Messenger webpage to 
find more details and articles.

The Burngreave/Fir Vale group are 
also helping out in practical ways 
- having raised some money from 
Sheffield Trades Council and Unite 
Community.

Contact tracing services need to be 
based locally. And people in each 
community should be supported so 
that if they have symptoms, they 
will self-isolate immediately, get a 
test, and inform their close contacts.

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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Roma community report
Story by David Kandrac, Independent Roma Consultant & University Student

The beginning of Covid-19 pandemic significantly affected 
the Roma community.  There was much concern and fear 
fed by language barriers and lack of shared information 
among the community.  

There were also issues of conflicting reports coming via 
Slovakian media that caused considerable concern amongst 
the Roma population.  Slovakia closed its borders more 
quickly than the UK and in response some members of 
the Roma community felt unsafe here. People considered 
whether they should go to Slovakia to protect themselves. 
Some families took this option once the schools closed. 

Early in the pandemic I was contacted by the Sheffield 
City Council and as a result I delivered a live broadcast via 
Facebook.  Here I shared relevant information from the gov.
uk websites and answered many questions in the Romani 
language. In order to avoid mistakes, I was supported in 
this by a British GP with whom I had worked previously. 

We aimed to reassure the Roma and to give them 
confidence that they could keep themselves and their 

neighbours safe.  We also made it very clear that the tight 
restrictions that were being introduced were there also in 
order to avoid excessive pressure on the National Health 
System. 

I would like to personally thank organisations working with 
the Roma communities for doing their very best to keep 
us informed about the corona virus pandemic. From my 
perspective, the vast majority of the Roma community 
continue to stick to the Government guidelines.  They wear 
masks, keep a safe distance and meet only within their 
bubble groups.

Overall through this period, as with most communities, 
the number of Covid 19 cases has been very limited.  The 
Roma Church groups have used their influence to support 
government messages. The Roma community has not been 
able to celebrate birthdays, engagements, or weddings in 
traditional fashion. This is something that many people 
have missed but we recognise we need to contribute to the 
overall security and health of the population.

It’s a matter of faith
Story by Christopher Benjamin and Tim Neal | Photo by Christopher Benjamin

With strong links into Burngreave, the New Testament 
Church of God sits at the bottom of Burngreave near the 
river. I asked them how they'd been coping during the 
pandemic:

“Some people have no family I don't know how they cope. 
I'm all right I've got my husband and my children around 
me.”

We met in the Family Life Centre:

“We come and prepare meals every Tuesday for the 
homeless. People don't come in, they used to. We stand 
out there, prepare a meal and give it to them.

“I'm a person that prays a lot, if it wasn't for the Grace of 
God I would maybe be in a depressive state. It's a matter 
of having strong faith.”

Sister Benjamin, who lives in Burngreave, said she had 
been coping quite well:

“I've got the garden and find that very therapeutic. 
Otherwise this pandemic has been a bit too much 
You can't do this, you can't do that and it can be very 

stressful. When you go to the supermarket to or you go 
on the buses. I'm enjoying being at the soup kitchen as 
well, it gets me out of the house and gives me something 
to do.”

She explained how people in the Afro-Carribean 
community have responded:

“We do look out for one another. Because we go around 
with food parcels. We've been doing it since the 
lockdown. We've collected it and we share it out with 
neighbours. One day I handed out 28 parcels in my area.”

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.

Brother Wint, Brother Edwards & Sister Benjamin
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Those missing a bit of retail therapy over this last year 
were happily treated to a day of bargain hunting when 
entrepreneurial residents decided to put on a local yard 
sale. Unwanted trinkets, clothes, crockery, lamps, mirrors 
and more were all up for grabs as people emptied their 
homes of clutter and eager shoppers looking for bargains 
happily filled up carrying bags.

Georgia Burns and Danielle Fortier collaborated on the 
organising of the day and put together fliers and an online 
map to help shoppers find all the stalls. In the end, there 
were over 25 stalls and it was a great way to meet and 
chat to people in the area. It provided a much needed 
boost and really helped promote Pitsmoor and the brilliant 
community that it has to people from other areas of 
Sheffield.

There is already great demand for the next one and 
hopefully it will build into a yearly tradition. If you would 
like to take part next time  please message  
www.facebook.com/PitsmoorsYST/

Pitsmoor Scarecrow Festival
Story by Stan Burt

If you were walking through Pitsmoor this month you 
may have gotten a fright as strange creatures were seen 
lurking in people’s front gardens and hedges, but there 
was nothing to fear for it was the inaugural Pitsmoor 
Scarecrow Festival. 

Residents stuffed pillow cases and clothes with hay, painted 
on faces and added wigs to create their perfect scarecrow. 
Participants brought their individuality and creativity to the 
fore with a wide range of different creations from Humpty 
Dumpty ones, to punk rock inspired ones and even ones 
with important environmental messages to ‘take your litter 
home’.

Scarecrow festivals have long been a staple of villages up 
and down the country and this was another event to build 
that village feel of Pitsmoor. Georgia Burns, who organised 
the event, thought it would be a good way to bring the 
community together and be a welcome distraction to all 
the depressing Covid news. She was aided by Danielle 
Fortier, who created a trail for people to follow online and a 
voting system to decide who should take home the coveted 
best scarecrow prize. Humpty Dumpty proved victorious! 

In all, it was a fantastic way to celebrate the creativity and 
communal spirit in the area and hopefully it will become a 
regular tradition. So, join in next year and you never know 
you may be crowned the Scarecrow King or Queen.

Yard sale
Story by Stan Burt
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Outdoors can be an oasis for growth
Story by Adam Thornton | Photos by Angga Kara and Adam Thornton

Men Up North are a group of 
men who have come together to 
normalise honest conversations 
on male mental health and 
masculinity in the North of 
England. What we share is the 
innate understanding of the 
familiar experiences and modern-
day challenges which we face as 
men. And it is this that enables 
us to relate to another man with 
empathy. It is liberating, and very 
good for a man’s mental health!

Until coronavirus and lockdown 
kicked in, Men Up North would 
have our informal meet-ups in 
rooms on The Moor. However, with 
coronavirus, we moved our meet-
ups online we realised that this can 
still be isolating. It doesn’t matter 
how much time you spend talking 
with people on video calls, it can 
never replace being in the company 
of others.

I’m not sure whose idea it was to 
enquire about the allotment at 

Grimesthorpe, but it was truly an 
inspired moment. 

It’s a great location, everyone 
who we’ve spoken with has been 
so welcoming and helpful, from 
Green City Action who helped right 
from the start, our allotment plot 
neighbours who donated loads of 
strawberry plants and great advice 
to the locals who give us a smile

There is most definitely something 
very right about an allotment plot 
for a group of men. Getting some 
honest physical work done on the 
land. Not only do we have our own 
private spot, outside in the fresh air, 
but it became a focal point for many 
of us and complement our online 
discussions.

Despite the onset of winter there’s 
plenty being done. Together we’ve 
been planting, trimming, cutting 
back, burning, horse manure 
fetching, and, best of all, growing..

Green City Action Toolbank open again
Story and photos by Jenny Tibbles

Taking Covid precautions, we are 
now open on Saturdays 10am-
12noon in Abbeyfield House.  Only 
staff are allowed indoors. We will 
pick and check the tool for you, 
before handing it over. 

Please wear a face covering, use 
the hand sanitizer and keep social 
distance when you come.  We will 
discuss your needs and hire out any 
relevant tools. We now have a card 
machine for contactless payments 
and to take and return deposits 

For petrol tools, ring a week in 
advance.

A list of tools is available at https://
sheffieldtoolbank.myturn.com/
library/inventory/browse 

You can become a member and 
reserve tools online. We’re on 
Facebook or phone 0784 566 3901.

Some of our allotment produce is 
offered on Saturday mornings for a 
donation. Available produce is on 
our FB page.  

Looking forward to seeing you! 

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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Page Hall vision 

New festival coming to Page Hall
Story by Sam Holland | Photo by Smart Banda

If you’ve been fearful about a coronavirus in the 
bleak midwinter than perhaps this will be a welcome 
distraction.

In February 2021 (dates tbc) we will see the first online 
festival all about and for the people of Page Hall. 

Coordinated by the team from Migration Matters Festival 
and made possible by Sheffield City Council, a series of 
events created with the people of Page Hall will celebrate 
the diverse cultures and communities that call Page Hall 
home. For this exciting new event to happen we need as 
many people from the community to be involved!

The coordinators are now calling on anyone and everyone 
to share something that can be a part of the festival (taking 
place either over one long weekend or two weekends) and 
feature the skills and talents of people young and old. We 
are looking for anything from songs, poems, dances, films, 
performances, stories and any other talents you’d be proud 
to share with the community.

This is an opportunity to be proud of what the cultural 
richness that Page Hall offers and so regardless of whether 
you just want to try something out for the first time or if 
you’re a seasoned pro we want to hear from you.

To be part of this amazing cultural celebration of Page Hall 
send submissions to info@migrationmattersfestival.co.uk

Migration Matters Festival 2019.

Page Hall wardens
Story and photo by James Richards

The Street Wardens who patrol 
Page Hall, Lower Firth Park and 
Grimesthorpe have been really 
busy throughout the whole Covid 
pandemic and the team has grown 
from 3 to 7 Officers. 

Our main aim has been to provide 
support and enforcement during 
Covid. The larger team has allowed 
7 days per week cover. We have 
been giving general Covid advice 
to large groups and people in 
their homes, working with SYP on 
joint patrols, as well as the day 
to day routine enforcement work 
and checking in on some of our 
vulnerable residents.

Unfortunately we do need to 
take some issues a step further 
than giving advice or general 
enforcement and we have executed 
2 warrants this month to seize 
sound equipment that was causing 
misery to many local residents.

The speakers we took certainly 
weren’t suitable for a terraced 
property surrounded by lots of 
other families. We have also 
run a few ‘late night’ fly tipping 
operations to try and catch the 
people responsible for blighting the 
area with rubbish, this has been 
quite successful with FPN’s being 
issued and this work will continue 
over the next few months.

Stuart and Khalid,  
two of our street wardens
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Litter pick in Ellesmere Park
Story by Patrick Moran

Back in July a small group of local 
volunteers led by Safiya Saeed, 
turned up to carry out a covid-19 
secure litter pick at Ellesmere Park. 
This is a lovely slightly hidden 
gem in Burngreave with a hard 
surface playing area, undulating 
grassed areas, surrounded by some 
beautiful trees. 

Cllr Mark Jones joined Safiya and 
with the help of volunteers and 
Amey managed to collect many 
bags of rubbish (empty bottles 
and cans, sweet wrappers and 
crisps packets), alongside a broken 
shopping trolley, a discarded double 
mattress and broken glass. 

The Covid-19 crisis has made 
access to all our local parks and 
green spaces more important and 
essential than ever in maintaining 
health and wellbeing. Litter and 
fly-tipping are an ongoing problem 

in our area and something which 
upsets many residents. So let us all 
do what we can to keep Burngreave 
clean and tidy.

Whiteways litter pick
Story by Patrick Moran

Whiteways Community group is finding ways to continue 
the work that they do within the new rules. Members of 
Whiteways Community Group organised a litter pick on 
Saturday 26th September around the Whiteways, Earl 
Marshall and Birchlands gardens area. Usha Blackham 
organised the litter pick making sure that everyone 
worked in small groups so as not to break social 
distancing rules.

A very large amount of rubbish was 
collected including from the pond 
and land close to Birchlands and 
Oasis Firvale, where there has 
been a lot of fly tipping as well as 
litter. Larger fly tipped items were 
reported to the Council through 
the ‘Fix My Street’ app.

The streets looked much better 
and new connections were made 
between people in the area who 
have a positive outlook and a 
can do attitude.

The impressive amount of waste was left outside 
the ACT centre for collection by Amey.
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Friends of Abbeyfield Park and the People's Kitchen Pitsmoor paid for the paint. The 
talent was everywhere. This unloved corner of the park has now become a destination. If 
you would like to paint a picture in the gallery, we still have a couple of places left, or just 
come along and see the pictures.

A couple of months ago, we were walking past Abbeyfield House. Around the back are 
a number of derelict buildings. Doors and windows were sealed by metal and wooden 
shutters, all evenly spaced out like pictures in an art gallery. Thus was born the 

Graffiti Gallery...
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Parkwood Springs during the pandemic
Story by Neill Schofield | Photos by Friends of Parkwood Springs and Bernadette O'Callaghan

The pandemic has had a big effect on both Parkwood 
Springs and the Friends Group. On the positive side, it has 
meant that many people of all ages and backgrounds have 
discovered and enjoyed Parkwood Springs for the first 
time.

During lockdown we saw a dramatic increase in visitors. 
Now that people are back at work and school and can go 
further afield, numbers have fallen – but we still see a far 
greater number and variety of people than we did before. 
More people enjoying the site responsibly is great news. 

Meanwhile the restoration of the closed landfill site, the 
redevelopment of the Ski Village site and the Upper Don 
Cycle Trail Project along the bottom of Parkwood Springs 
are continuing and we might soon see some firm proposals 
about the Ski Village. 

We have been cautiously re-starting some activities, 
including volunteer sessions on the second and third 
Saturday of the month. Anyone is welcome: we strictly 
follow social distancing and other safety rules. 

We also took part in September in the Sheffield Heritage 
Open Days, with walks telling people some of the history of 
the site. People came from all over the city and beyond. An 
even wider audience will be able to learn about Parkwood 
Springs this autumn thanks to an ITV Calendar programme 
about the site, on air 15th October.

Unfortunately, we cannot hold the October Lantern 
Procession this year due to Covid safety concerns. But we 
hope very much to be back in 2021. Meanwhile, we are 
considering an open meeting on Zoom soon, for anyone 
interested in catching up with what is going on. Email us at 
parkwood.springs@gmail.com if you would like the link.

Building for the future
Story and photo by Drew Dallen

Both Burngreave Cemetery chapels have had their roofs 
repaired this month. This is another step on the road to 
getting these chapels functioning for community use.

Now the roofs are done, we can set our targets on funding 
for toilets and a kitchen and perhaps some more benches. 

During lockdown the cemetery became a ’nature reserve’, a 
local park, gym and 'outdoor community centre’. There 
were walkers, joggers and cyclists. Now Friends of 
Burngreave Chapels and Cemetery would like to encourage 
further community involvement. 

To get involved, or for more information, go to 
our Facebook page, Friends of Burngreave Chapels and 
Cemetery.

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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Poor air quality is an invisible but 
massive problem. In the UK as 
many people die from diseases 
related to air pollution every year 
as have died from Covid-19.  In our 
area motor traffic is the main cause 
of deadly pollution. 

The Office for National Statistics 
(ONS) has established that deaths 
rates from Covid-19 have generally 
been higher in polluted areas. 
We particularly suffer from the 
thousands of cars that travel to the 
Northern General Hospital each day.

Members of the Burngreave 
Clean Air Campaign do monthly 
monitoring of nitrogen dioxide 
which at six sites in Burngreave. 
Usually five of these sites have 
levels of pollution which are near or 
above the legal maximum

For the first time our May 2020 our 
figures were all within legal limits.  
However, our most recent results 
show that levels of NO2 were 

climbing fast and we think they will 
be back at and above illegal levels 
in October 2020 with the return to 
schools and many workplaces.

We must demand that the council 
implement a programme to improve 
air quality, not just in the city centre 
and business districts, but in the 
places where we actually live. 

The government have been 
prepared to spend massive amounts 
on the Covid emergency.  It is time 
to allocate resources to deal with 
the ongoing air pollution emergency 
too.

If you would like more information, 
please visit Burngreave Clean 
Air Campaign’s  Facebook page 
or receive or regular emails 
burngreavecleanair@gmail.com

An invisible problem
Story and photo by Graham Jones 

When I thought about how bees 
have been affected Covid I couldn’t 
think what to write.  Then it came 
to me: pollution.

When people have been staying 
at home wildlife has prospered.  
Wild animals have been seen in 
our cities, we all recall the goats 
entering the Welsh village. 

Without bees life would be very 
different as they are the most 
important pollinators, according to 
one source, fertilising a third of the 
food we eat and 80% of flowering 
plants. 

One impact of shutdown has 
been the reduction in air pollution 
which reduces the strength and 
life span of floral scents. However 
hedgerows are flourishing meaning 

more chances to forage nearer 
hives, rather than having to fly great 
distances to find heather, rape seed 
etc. 

More people are connecting with 
nature. Bees contribute widely 

to our passion for gardens and 
allotments and the fact that they 
are not being inhibited by pollutants 
and pesticides on hedges  means 
they are able to do their job much 
more productively and healthily.  

My hives have been much bigger 
this year. In five years of bee 
keeping I haven’t had one swarm, 
but this year I had three.  Swarming 
is a natural thing for bees and when 
there are too many of them in one 
hive they go with the old queen.  
But three swarms mean three new 
hives. I was able to give two away to 
people to start their own hives.  The 
third I fear may be in one of your 
roof spaces. 

So, “ask not what the bees can do 
for you, but what you can do for the 
bees”.

Diary of a beekeeper
Story by Linda Cawley, bee keeper | Photo by Tim Neal

One of my swarms at the 
allotment.
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Health information including Covid-19 
guidance is available in other languages at 

www.nhs.uk/accessibility

Information on these pages can be 
supplied in alternative formats from 

Sheffield City Council by calling 
0114 273 4567

www.sheffield.gov.uk

It's important to do what you can 
to reduce the risk of you and other 
people getting ill with coronavirus.

• Keep your distance,  
2m where possible. 

• Wash your hands with soap and 
hot water. If you have young 
children there’s a great Peppa 
Pig song you can sing whilst 
washing your hands that makes 
it fun. 

• Wear a face covering in 
enclosed indoor spaces. 
Remember the face covering 
must cover your nose and 
mouth, so wear it from just 
under your eyes to under your 
chin.

• Stay at home if you have 
symptoms, even if they are 
mild. This is what makes the 
most difference we know that 
50% of people with symptoms 
don’t stay at home so this is 
the biggest difference you can 
make.

• If you have symptoms, please 
stay in and GET A TEST. 
https://www.nhs.uk/ask-for-
a-coronavirus-test If you don’t 
have a car and can’t walk to the 
testing centre please don’t go 
on the bus or taxi - ask for a test 
to be sent out to you and you 
must isolate in your home until 
you get you results

• If your test is positive and you 
are asked to isolate, it does 
mean you must stay at home. 
Anyone living with you has to 
isolate at home for 14 days.  If 
they begin to get symptoms 
they should get a test too.
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How often do you wake up in the 
morning and wonder whether 
you might randomly be hauled off 
to prison, having done nothing 
wrong, by the end of the day? For 
most of us, the answer is probably 
never.  Yet for hundreds of people 
right here in Sheffield and for a few 
thousand across the UK, this is a 
daily reality. 

Asylum seekers apply to the Home 
Office to become refugees, with 
the right to live safely here for at 
least five years. Sometimes their 
case doesn’t succeed, for all sorts 
of reasons, from missing paperwork 
to outdated information in British 
records. So like anyone else, asylum 
seekers have the right to appeal a 
decision and try again. 

While they do that, they are given 
no housing, funding or means of 
support. But they are also denied 
the right to work. Sometimes they 
are imprisoned at a moment’s 
notice.

In February last year Victor 
Mujakachi was put in an 
Immigration Removal Center 
at Morton Hall and then 
released following a massively 
successful petition against 
his removal from The United 
Kingdom. He wrote an account of 
his detention experience which has 
been turned into an e-book.  Victor 
Mujakachi’s story reminds us that 
asylum seekers are ordinary people 
whose homes, as the wonderful 
British-Somali poet Warsan Shire 

puts it, have become like ‘the 
mouth of a shark’ through political 
unrest, oppression of various kinds 
or war. It could happen to any of us.

You can read Victor’s book on the 
following link: 
https://tinyurl.com/yy3sgfct

Speaking to a number of asylum seekers about their 
experiences this year, one man said:

“When lockdown came into effect, my wife and children 
stayed at home. I was doing my best to home-school 
them. We did not get much information from the 
government or the council about coronavirus. We 
supplemented our supplies by getting food from the 
Burngreave Foodbank run by the Rock Christian Church. 
I can understand English, fortunately. Some people from 
my country struggle to understand because they cannot 
speak or read English.”

The same sentiments were also expressed by another:

“I wish we had been given information about Covid-19 in 
our own language. I can speak English but my parents 
cannot. I have to interpret for them what I read and hear 
from the news.”

Many asylum seekers living in Burngreave did not know 
where to go if they felt flu-like symptoms. The booking 
system adds to the problems. One man, who has no 
broadband in his shared accommodation, said:

“It’s all very well being advised to go online to make a 
booking but it depends on having an internet connection. 

Asylum-seekers are given a weekly subsistence of £37 
per person for food, travel and emergencies.  If polling 
stations can be placed within the vicinity of homes, why 
can’t the same be done with testing sites?”

One asylum-seeker said he stopped going to the mosque 
for prayers during lockdown and now goes to the Grand 
Mosque on Petre Street where he’s happy because the 
mosque has made the place Covid-secure.Asylum seekers 
need more information in their respective languages. It’s 
not always easy to understand Covid rules and it is even 
more difficult for speakers of other languages. 

Asylum seekers confused by Covid guidelines
Story and photo by Victor Mujakachi

Victor’s book
Story by Ingrid Hanson

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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Fir Vale Foodbank
Story and photo by Nicola White

We held our final drop in meal on 
Thursday 19th March. 67 people 
were at the door by 2pm. We 
realised social distancing would 
be impossible to maintain. With 
heavy hearts and with the safety of 
all in mind, we made the decision 
to close our doors to the drop 
in and stood the majority of our 
volunteers down. 

In less than a week we regrouped 
and with a very small team 
transformed our open drop in to a 
referral and delivery operation. It 
was a challenge but one we one we 
knew we had to accept. In the first 
couple of weeks, when supermarket 
shelves were empty, we didn’t know 
if we would have enough food to 
keep going. 

Morrison’s stepped up with a 
fortnightly donation from their 
Ecclesfield Store. They also allowed 
us to buy as much as we needed in 
the first weeks, even though it was 
above the item limit. Oasis Academy 
Fir Vale re-routed their weekly fresh 
fruit veg delivery to us. Colin Havard 
from Sheffield City Council turned 
up one Friday morning with a car 
load of much needed UHT Milk, 

tuna and Weetabix from SCC central 
stores. We collaborated with Fir 
Vale Community Hub to gain some 
additional funding. There was hope 
and we knew that because we had 
got through that most difficult time. 

It hasn’t been easy. In the beginning 
there were a few 50 hour weeks 
whilst we got set up and organised.  
We lost sleep worrying about our 
regular visitors who were unable 
to drop in to meet friends for a 
chat over a meal and a cuppa. We 
needed volunteers who could drive 
and when we called they answered, 
volunteering their time, cars and 

fuel. Some days we didn’t know 
where our next tin of beans was 
coming from but they appeared. 
Generosity from so many corners of 
the city has kept us going.  

The new normal for the UK changes 
from week to week. We are now 
encouraging people to collect their 
parcels from us. Eventually we will 
return to our Thursday drop in 
although that might be some way 
off, we look forward to when we 
can.

Thank you to everyone who has 
helped, donated, supported and 
given their time. Without you, none 
of what has been achieved would 
have been possible.

Peace and Love,  
The Fir Vale Food Bank Team

We are not able to take self-referrals 
at this time but can take a referral 
from someone such as your support 
worker, social worker, GP practice, 
health visitor, school or Citizens 
Advice Bureau. Details of how they 
can contact us can be found at  
www.sheffieldfoodbank.org.uk/
food-bank-list/

Brave the Shave fundraising event
Story by Deborah Blencowe | Photos provided by Carolyn Little.

To help MacMillan Cancer Support, Carolyn Little, 
Manager of The Bay Horse Inn on Pitsmoor Road bravely 
went under the razor of Rachael Plummer at Andreas Hair 
Design and had most of her hair shaved off. 

I did ask her the reason for doing the sponsorship 
particularly for MacMillan and her answer was for several 
reasons, but also her Dad, Geoff, did battle with cancer and 
it's side effects for a few years. So far, Carolyn has raised in 
excess of £700 which is fantastic. Thank you to everyone 
who has contributed. If you wish to make a donation 
yourself, you can do this online or by text, simply have a 
look at the MacMillan Website.
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Local Councillors  
and surgeries

Surgeries with local councillors 

are suspended for the time being 

To contact them use the email 

and  phone numbers below. 

Jackie Drayton: 

jackie.drayton@sheffield.gov.uk 

0114 205 2866 

Mark Jones: 

mark.jonescllr@sheffield.gov.uk 

07472501187 (mobile)

Talib Hussain: 

talib.hussain@sheffield.gov.uk 

0114 273 5380 (Town Hall)

‘What a difference a virus makes’ 
A message from your local 

Councillors, Talib Hussain, Mark 

Jones and Jackie Drayton

The last few months have been 

a difficult, challenging and sad 

time for all of us. The effects of 

the Covid-19 pandemic have had 

a massive impact on our city, our 

community, our family, friends, 

workmates and neighbours. We 

will have all experienced the ‘lock 

down’ differently but no doubt 

we will have all experienced 

sadness and grief over the death 

of loved ones, the ceremonies 

missed, the people we couldn’t 

visit or see face to face, the 

economic insecurity and the 

uncertainty about the future.  

We want to take this opportunity 

to thank all those people who 

helped over those months who 

carried on working to enable 

everyone else to carry on too, 

those in the NHS, care homes 

and support care, the bus and 

taxi drivers, the shop workers, 

the school and nursery staff, the 

refuse collectors, the volunteers, 

individuals, young and old, 

local community and faith 

organisations and the many, 

many more who cared, and 

supported the most vulnerable 

and those who were unable to get 

out, thank you too to everyone 

who followed the advice on hand 

washing and social distancing, 

which ensured that the numbers 

of positive cases came down, 

you all played a crucial part in 

keeping the virus under control  – 

you are all ‘Burngreave Stars’

Everyone was pleased when the 

lock down was lifted and our 

lives returned to something like 

‘normal’…

…But unfortunately Sheffield and 

our area is still very much in the 

grip of a pandemic and it’s clear 

as the numbers of those testing 

positive, and those in hospital 

are rising  and we are not out 

of the woods yet, so it’s vital 

that we remember those simple 

‘rules’ that we can do to stop 

the virus spreading, and that we 

keep playing our part to keep 

ourselves, our family, friends, 

neighbours and our community 

safe as we can as Covid-19 once 

again takes a hold on our City.

We are trying to balance the 

impact of a dangerous virus and 

getting back to some form of 

normal but as we continue to see 

a rise in cases, the Government is 

likely to designate us an area of 

intervention with strict measures 

back in place. We know and 

appreciate the frustration  that 

everyone’s is feeling and how 

important it is to get our 

community buildings back in use 

again. We are also aware that the 

Government messages around 

the new Covid-19 restrictions 

have not always seemed clear 

and easy to understand. However 

if we are to keep everyone safe 

following those Covid -19 safety 

messages is vital to protect 

ourselves, our family, friends and 

our community.

Efforts to slow the spread of 

the virus locally need our help. 

The council and public health 

colleagues are doing all they 

can to prevent any further 

lockdowns, and a priority 

remains the safety of the city but 

they cant do it on their and own 

they need our help. Prevention 

has to be a community and 

citywide effort.

Finally, many thanks for taking 

the time to read this. Take care 

and stay safe.

All good wishes Talib, Mark and 

Jackie

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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Learning from football
Story by Patrick Moran

Not only does Christian Vernon work with young people 
at risk of exclusion from school, he also volunteers his 
time to run a football team for young people at the 
weekends.

A team of young people from the Page Hall, Grimesthorpe 
and Pitsmoor area meet and train with him each week.

He is working with 10 young people who are interested 
in improving their football skills and maybe even joining a 
league.

When young people  get involved in organised sport it 
helps them in so many ways. They learn self-discipline and 
teamwork and engage better with their education and the 
wider community.

Grain project at Grimesthorpe allotments 
Story and photos by Richard Swan

Rich and Nick from Sheffield Grain Project have taken on 
a plot at Grimesthorpe allotments, provided by Green 
City Action, to trial growing wheat and other cereals and 
grains within the city. They hope to save seed each year to 
develop local grains suited to growing in Sheffield. 

They are also participating in a city-wide wheat growing 
initiative called The Sheffield Wheat Experiment. Rich and 
Nick will be planting their first wheat crop as this paper 
goes to press, and will harvest late summer 2021. See 
thesheffieldwheatexperiment.co.uk for more information 
on Sheffield wheat growing.
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George & Brian: Business Fruit by Edgar Lowman

Brian, check out 
this Business Fruit!

Business Fruit, 
it says so on the 

box.
Eh?

George, this says 
“conference pears”

2020 is a very challenging 
time for us as a nation 
and a community. Many 
youth services were 
stopped or limited and 
we had to adjust our 
services in response to the 
Covid-19 crisis. 

During the pandemic Reach Up 
Youth along with Big Brother and Sisterhood, have tried to 
stay active by remotely running youth services including 
providing food hampers, activity packs from Yorkshire 
Sports, Mental Health advice and activities in the park 
following Covid-19 guidelines. 

We partnered up with many organizations and authorities 
to help communication with the community. We used 
the young people’s  language skills, volunteering to drop 
information services, helping  with the delivery of food 
parcels etc.  

‘Motivating the youth who we used to see on their weekly 
sessions was very hard’ said Tyrone, the group leader. 

Having safely distanced events, we can physically motivate 
and measure how much information young people 
understand about the virus. 

Following the imposition of  safe distance guidelines, it was 
vital to have had our traditional BBQ in August this year 
funded by Healthy Holidays SOAR. We celebrated the new 
six champions (TJ, Yousuf, Ilyas, Mohamed, Abdusaboor 
and Umer), and the new young admins (Fahmie & Sami).

The event was great, we had basketball, delicious food, 
music and also we focused on questionnaires about what 
young people know about the virus and how can we adapt 
our youth engagement. We understand Covid-19 will be 
here for a long time but we are determined to continue our 
work, reaching out, educating and using activities to fight 
for good mental health amongst young people. 

Our sessions are still running within  guidelines, Big Brother 
sessions aged 12yrs+ are 1-3pm Saturdays at Concord 
Sports Centre, £1 per session. Sisterhood sessions are still 
on Sundays 12yrs+ on Sundays at Concord Sports Centre £1 
per session 1-3pm.  
Contact us on reachupyouth@outlook.com

Covid-19 will not win!
Story by Safiya Saeed | Photos by Nathan Dainty

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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Kids will be kids
Story and photos by Steve Pool

I took a stroll out to Pitsmoor 
Adventure Playground; it was 
nice to hear  the kids’ shouts and 
laughter from playtime at Byron 
Wood School. Pitsmoor Adventure 
Playground looks very tidy with 
chalked drawing on the pavement 
where the kids had been scribbling 
as they waited in line to get in.  Zaqer 
took my temperature; I sanitised my 
hands and gave my name and address.  As I 
walked up the ramp and was almost knocked over by 
a kid on a trike, I felt the familiar buzz of the playground 
and  I was reminded of why I love it. 

Pitsmoor Adventure Playground is open and supporting 
families and young people.  Like many places at the 
moment it is not business as usual but the team have 
worked out how to keep people safe without taking the fun 
out of play. Playground manager Patrick Meleady is pleased 
that the team is back doing what they see as their proper 
jobs.  He says,

“We have been involved in all sorts of stuff to support 
our community, helping deliver food and play packs for 
some of the most vulnerable, acting as a community 
hub for sharing information, and getting on with repairs 
and maintenance but it’s only when the kids come back 
and you can hear them chatting and laughing that we 

all realize why we are here and what was 
missing.”

Even with renewed threats of local lockdowns 
and the potential of further restrictions, Patrick is 

optimistic and ready to bounce back from whatever 
comes next.  He says that having worked everything out 
once, it will be much easier to close and then reopen 
as soon as it becomes safe. We talked about plans for a 
Halloween film, the opening of a new area for loose parts 
play and the joy of working with families over the last 
month. As I left, Patrick gave me some words of wisdom:

“In our work you see all sorts of things come and go. It’s 
not the things as much as the way we deal with them. 
We try and do what we can and this is what keeps us 
going. A strong staff team committed to making this 
place work for children and families – you can’t get put 
off or daunted if that's what your job is, you just have to 
get on with it because it’s important.”

Due to Covid restrictions it is now important to book on to 
a play session. Contact the team via our Facebook page or 
by calling us on 0114 273 7121. 
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Nature in our area during lockdown
Story and photos by Penny Philcox

With background noise from traffic, 
construction and industry falling in 
lockdown, birds have been able to 
sing more softly, research suggests. 
This really benefits them, as every 
bit of energy they save helps 
successful breeding years. 

We have watched six buzzards 
fly over the area and spotted the 
beautiful Elephant Hawkmoth on 
honeysuckle. Are we just noticing 
more than usual because we have 
been stuck at home? We can’t 
really be sure. But we have been 
reminded how much local nature 
matters, how vital our local wildlife 
is, and what a range of nature we 
can see in our very local cityscapes.
The Sheffield and Rotherham 
Wildlife Trust works hard to 

enhance Sheffield’s green policies, 
and are always looking for new 
members. They run conservation 
drop-in sessions at Crabtree Pond, 
the first Monday of every month, 
local walks, and activities for 
children, families and their ‘Wild 
at Heart’ sessions for the over-50s. 

They have lots of on-line ideas for 
making your gardens, yards or tubs 
more nature-friendly, and how to 
go peat-free. What we all do, from 
planting a pot on our doorstep to 
volunteering, contributes to how 
green we can make our lovely local 
community.

No lockdown for Crabtree Ponds wildlife
Story and photos by Deborah Blencowe

Yes, indeed, the wildlife at Crabtree Ponds have 
been thriving over the summer. The Wildlife Trust, in 
smaller groups than usual have continued to do their 
maintenance of the site and Streets Ahead have been 
emptying the bin regularly. 

We have had two sets of duckings, the first set of nine 
being more successful as they had  an earlier start and 
by the time the second batch of ten came along they 
were already well grown. Unfortunately, because they 
had become territorial and there was big competition for 
food, some of the new ducklings became victims of the 
protective older mother duck. 

Whilst all this was occurring, the Moorhens had three 
clutches of five chicks, all successfully reared. Over the last 
six months all the birds have grown substantially and are 
still thriving. Plenty of rats knocking about too. 

The Wildlife Trust will continue to monitor the state of 
the site and do their monthly clean ups. If you would be 
interested in helping, please look for further information 
on nature.reserves@wildsheffield.com or contact Rachel 
Stevenson on 0114 263 4335. Thank You.

BuzzardHawkmoth

Think you have symptoms of coronovirus? Get a free test.
Find out more in our middle pages.
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It is with great sadness that 
we report the passing away of 
Muhammad Iqbal. A true legend 
in Burngreave. I am very proud 
to have known Mr Iqbal and to 
consider him as a friend.  

Muhammad Iqbal was born in 
1934 in a village  near Chakwal 
in the Punjab. In 1963 he arrived 
in London from Pakistan, leaving 
behind his wife and three children. 
He came to Sheffield to stay with a 
friend in Attercliffe where he faced 
big cultural and social differences. 

He started work as a labourer in 
Jessop Saville’s and moved from 
there to English Steel and thence to 
Vickers.  

In 1967 he returned to Pakistan 
for eighteen months during which 
period his son was born.  Back in 
England in 1969 he found work for 
British Rail working 72 hours over 
seven days.

In 1974 he took a job at Brown 
Bailey’s  where he was promoted 
to foreman.  Some white workers 
under him, who were his previous 
mates, refused to follow his 
instructions. The manager sacked 
the instigator but Mr Iqbal pleaded 
for him and eventually the man was 
reinstated.  The two men became 
friends

In 1975 he sold his house to pay his 
family’s fares to come to England 
and they moved to Abbeyfield Road.  
Following redundancy in 1981, Mr 
Iqbal trained as a motor mechanic 
also studying Maths and English. 

It was just after the Brixton Riots 
that Mr Iqbal became a teacher 
of English as a second language 
at Earl Marshal School.  He was 
promoted to head of the education 
programme for all ethnic minorities 
and gained a teaching certificate 

at Huddersfield University. He then 
progressed to become the head at 
the Ellesmere Centre.

1996 saw the formation of the 
Burngreave Community Action 
Forum which he chaired and was 
instrumental in obtaining £7.2m 
funding for Burngreave.  In 2000 
he became chair of the Burngreave 
New Deal Community Partnership 
Board which obtained £52m for 
the regeneration of the Burngreave 
Area.  He was later to be voted in as 
Vice Chair of the Burngreave New 
Deal for Communities.

On 12th July 2006 Mr Iqbal 
collected his MBE from Her Majesty 
the Queen.

He loved watching and playing 
cricket, badminton, basketball and 
football and enjoyed spending time 
with his friends and family.

Many people in Burngreave will 
have fond and respectful memories 
of Mr Iqbal.  One of his colleagues 
on the New Deal wrote:

“I have never met anyone like 
you before. Your continuing 
dedication, selflessness, 
hard work and commitment 
are beyond anything  I have 
experienced before.  Your 
tireless work for the people of 
Burngreave , regardless of their 
colour, race or religion and, 
despite how some choose to 
misrepresent you, has been an 
inspiration to me. If there were 
more like you in this country, 
we would have a much more 
harmonious society.”

Saleema Imam writes:

Muhammad Iqbal and I started 
working for the Sheffield Adult 
Education department on the same 
day. We were colleagues for many 
years, teaching in Sheffield College 
and later studying for further 
qualifications. Since retirement, I've 
missed his fund of anecdotes about 
his life in Pakistan and his journey 
to the UK, plus his sense of humour 
which often lightened the day. 

We send our condolences to his 
wife of more than sixty years, 
Gulzar Begum, his children (Azra, 
Shahid, Fakhira and Nadeem), his 
thirteen grandchildren,  three great 
grandchildren and many, many 
friends.

The  last words go to his family:

“He was a beloved dad, grandad 
and great grandad who will be 
dearly missed by his family.”

Muhammad Iqbal 
Story by Graham Jones

Mr Iqbal receiving his MBE from 
Her Majesty the Queen.
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?
The magnificent Pitsmoor Scarecrow Festival served to 
highlight how making scarecrows stretches back around 
the world for thousands of years. Scarecrows feature in 
many religions and cultures. They appeal to all 
ages.  They can represent good or evil, famine 
or fertility, poverty or wealth, wisdom and 
stupidity life or death. Making them is real folk 
craft and home based fun for all the family. Let 
the Pitsmoor Scarecrow Festival flourish and 
maybe you’ll even make one next year. Be proud of your 
scarecrow: it is unique!

1. In the Scarecrow’s song in the 1939  film ‘The Wizard 
of Oz’, what body part is the scarecrow lacking? 
 
“I could while away the hours, conferrin’ with the 
flowers 
Consultin’ with the rain. 
And my head I’d be scratchin’ while my thoughts were 
busy hatchin’ 
If I only had a …”

2. Which scarecrow lived on Scatterbrook Farm in a series 
of books by Barbara Euphan Todd? He was later to 
appear in a popular TV series.

3. “Scarecrow” appears on the album “The piper at the 
gates of dawn” by which English rock band?

4. In DC Comics which superhero who is the arch-enemy 
of the Master of Fear “The Scarecrow”, an ex-professor 
of psychology in Gotham City?

5. In the 1978 film, The Wiz, which musical 
legend  played the part of the scarecrow?

6. Which English writer who visited Sheffield, 
is believed to have written the word 
“Scarecrow” for the first time in English 
literature? It occurs in his famous 1719 book about a 
man who is shipwrecked.

7. Which country is the origin of the scarecrow god, 
Kuebiko? In the Shinto religion he is the god of 
agriculture and wisdom: he might be physically 
disabled but he is aware of everything.

8. Scarecrows have been around for thousands of years.  
In Ancient Greece scarecrows were made in the image 
of Priapus the god of fertility. Was this because: 
 
a) He represented fertility and wealth. 
b) he was extremely ugly. 
c) his grandmother had been a crow 
d) his name means “bird scarer” in Greek.

9. In which country might you find  museums specifically  
dedicated to the following subjects: Scarecrows, mice, 
vodka, funeral culture, and, of course, car jacking.

10. Why did the scarecrow win the Nobel prize?

Scarecrow quiz
Brought to you by quizmaster Graham Jones

Last issue’s quiz answers

?
?

1. a 100; 2. a 15; 3. c Denmark; 4. b Jamaica; 5. c London; 6. Paris, Dublin, Brussels, Amsterdam; 7. a Pakistan; 8. b Moslem;  
9. a 5%; 10. c 140 years.
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